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QUESTIONS?

▸ What are the most Iron-poor stars in the Galaxy? 

▸ Why are they important & What can we learn from them?
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WHAT ARE THE MOST IRON-POOR STARS?

▸ They are the rare stellar relics of the early universe. 

▸ They have records of the “First” Population III stars 
recorded in their atmospheres
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WHAT ARE THE MOST IRON-POOR STARS?

▸ They are the rare stellar relics of the early universe. 

▸ They have records of the “First” Population III stars 
recorded in their atmospheres
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HYPER AND ULTRA METAL-POOR STARS

๏ Ultra Metal-Poor stars: -5.00<[Fe/H]<-4.00, number=~20 

๏ Hyper Metal-Poor stars: [Fe/H] < -5.00, number=~5    
(SMSS J0313-6708 (Keller star)   [Fe/H] < -6.50)
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WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?

๏ Comparing UMP & HMP stellar abundance patterns to Pop III 
Supernova nucleosynthesis yields to determine Pop III progenitor 
properties: Mass, SN explosion energy, Mixing fractions,..                   

๏ Depends on derived elemental abundances : need precise 
abundances

the explosion energy, more than 75% of the stars with
measured nitrogen show 0.3 10 erg51´ , regardless of the
progenitor mass ranges listed above. This can either be an
indication of the nature of these progenitors or a numerical
artifact since this is the lowest available energy within the
model grid. In one particular case (HE 2239−5019), the
explosion energy is the maximum value allowed by the models
(10 10 erg51´ ). This spurious result could be explained by the
lack of carbon and nitrogen abundance measurements (see the
explanation below in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) or by the
behavior of the abundance pattern for the light elements.

For the stars with measured nitrogen, interesting differences
in the progenitor population arise for the lowest-metallicity
stars in the sample; one example is the difference in the CNO
pattern of HE 0107−5240 and HE 1327−2326. Even though
these two stars have Fe H[ ] values within 0.2 dex of one
another and estimated progenitor masses within 5%, HE 1327
−2326 has a log N( )� two orders of magnitude higher than HE
0107−5240. In the context of this work, this difference could
be explained by changes in mass and explosion energy
(0.6 10 erg51´ for HE 0107−5240 and 0.3 10 erg51´ for
HE 1327−2326) and does not require additional models to
describe the progenitor population. Another less extreme
comparison is for CS 30336−049 and HE 1424−0241: their
metallicity, carbon, and nitrogen abundances are within 0.02,
0.16, and 0.29 dex, respectively, and both share the same best
model fit ( M21.5 : and 0.3 10 erg51´ ). For SDSS J1742+25
( Fe H 5.07[ ] < - ), even though the progenitor mass and

explosion energy ( M23.0 : and 0.6 10 erg51´ ) are similar to
other stars in the same Fe H[ ] range, the small number of
determined abundances (C and Ca) clearly affects the fitting
procedure (see the discussion below). Additional abundance
measurements for these stars, as well as the discovery of more
stars in this Fe H[ ] range are needed for further investigation.
For the most iron-poor star known, SMSS J0313−6708, even
though our results are consistent with the models described in
Bessell et al. (2015), the lack of nitrogen abundance
measurements is possibly affecting the progenitor mass
determination.

4.2.2. Robustness of Best Model Fits

The starfit procedure gives the ten best model fits for a
given set of input abundances, ranked by their 2c value. To test
the robustness of the best solution, we analyzed the 2c
variation between the ten best models for each star and how
they affect the progenitor mass. For instance, a flat 2c
distribution with a wide range of progenitor masses is an
indication that the solutions are not very robust. Ideally, the 2c
value should rapidly increase between the first and second-best
solutions.
Figure 11 shows the evolution of the 2c values as a function

of the model rank. Each line represents a star in Table 6,
labeled by its “Star ID.” The numbers above each point are the
variations (in %) of the 2c value for a given model, compared
to the 2c value of the best model fit. The point size is

Figure 9. Abundance ratios X H[ ] as a function of charge number Z for the second nine UMP stars. Red filled squares are abundances taken from the literature (see
the text for comments on carbon and nitrogen). Thesolid line is the best fit for each star, with the model mass shown in the upper right. Arrows represent upper limits.
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Placco et al. (2015)
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Spectral Synthesis

represent the observed spectrum, and the solid line is the best
abundance fit. The dotted and dashed lines represent a

0.2 dex variation in C Fe[ ], which we conservatively use as
the uncertainty. We also calculated the carbon abundance
corrections for SDSS J1322+0123 based on the procedure
described by Placco et al. (2014b). For glog 1.95= ,
Fe H 3.64[ ] = - , and C Fe 0.49[ ] = + , the correction is

0.01 dex for the N Fe 0.0[ ] = case.

3.3.3. From Na to Ni

For the elements Na, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Sc, Ti, Cr, Mn, Co, and
Ni, abundances were determined from equivalent-width
analysis only. For SDSS J1322+0123, no particular discre-
pancies were found for elements with abundances determined
for more than one line. The standard errors of the average
abundances are typically smaller than 0.10 dex. In the case of
SDSS J1204+1201, only Na and Mg (besides Fe) have more
than one measured line, both with 0.05 dexs = .

3.3.4. Neutron-capture Elements

For SDSS J1322+0123, neutron-capture element abun-
dances were determined from spectral synthesis. For Sr II, the
lines used were 4077Å ( Sr Fe[ ] = 1.29- ) and 4215 Å
( Sr Fe 1.20[ ] = - ); the Ba II abundance was measured from
the 4554 Å ( Ba Fe 1.30[ ] = - ) line. Figure 5 shows the
comparison between the observed and synthetic spectra for
these three lines in SDSS J1322+0123. There is good
agreement between the abundances of the two Sr lines (values
within 0.1 dex). Only upper limits were determined for SDSS
J1204+1201 ( Sr Fe 0.08[ ] < - and Ba Fe 0.62[ ] < + ).

4. DISCUSSION

There are many reasons why observations of new stars in the
metallicity range Fe H 3.5[ ] < - are important. These include
a proper description of the low-metallicity tail of the Galactic
Halo MDF, as well as the nature of the progenitor populations
of UMP stars. Below, we show a comparison between the
abundances of the program stars and other stellar abundances

Figure 3. Li abundance determination for SDSS J1204+1201. The dots represent the observed spectrum, the solid line is the best abundance fit, and the dotted and
dashed lines indicate the abundance uncertainty. The shaded area encompasses a 0.3 dex difference in A Li( ). The light gray line shows the synthesized spectrum in
the absence of any Li.

Figure 4. Carbon abundance estimate for SDSS J1322+0123. The large black dots represent the observed spectrum, the solid line is the best abundance fit, and the
dotted and dashed lines indicate the abundance uncertainty. The shaded area encompasses a 0.2 dex difference in C Fe[ ]. The light gray line shows the synthesized
spectrum in the absence of any carbon.
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Figure 4. Carbon abundance estimate for SDSS J1322+0123. The large black dots represent the observed spectrum, the solid line is the best abundance fit, and the
dotted and dashed lines indicate the abundance uncertainty. The shaded area encompasses a 0.2 dex difference in C Fe[ ]. The light gray line shows the synthesized
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ABUNDANCE MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS

Abundances are not measured BUT determined  
  
๏1D vs. 3D 
๏ Plane-parallel vs. spherical geometry 
๏ Homogeneity 
๏ Stationarity 
๏ Hydrostatic equilibrium 
๏ Flux constancy (radiative equilibrium) 
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ABUNDANCE MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS

Abundances are not measured BUT determined  
  
๏1D vs. 3D 
๏ Plane-parallel vs. spherical geometry 
๏ Homogeneity 
๏ Stationarity 
๏ Hydrostatic equilibrium 
๏ Flux constancy (radiative equilibrium) 

๏ Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) 
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LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM (LTE)

๏ Matter assumed in equilibrium with the radiation field over a finite volume of gas.

๏ Properties of gas defined by one T at each depth (Saha-Boltzmann statistics) 

๏ Source function S(ν ) = B(ν) ( Planck function, f(T) ) 

๏ Valid in cool Main Sequence stellar atmospheres where collisions dominate as to induce TE 

๏ May or may not hold for a given spectral line 
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LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM (LTE)

HOWEVER, (LUCKILY FOR US!!), IN REALITY, STARS ARE 
DYNAMICAL, NON-LOCAL SYSTEMS!
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NON-LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS

Photons carry non-local information: 
Everything depends on everything, 
everywhere else!
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NON-LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC  EQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS

Statistical Equilibrium Equation has to be solved 
simultaneously with the radiative transfer equation:

Photons carry non-local information: 
Everything depends on everything, 
everywhere else!

Ezzeddine et al 2017a

departure coefficient (b)= level population 
density (NLTE)/level population density (LTE)



ROLE OF HYDROGEN COLLISIONS

Bulk of atomic data required in NLTE 
calculations

Status Quo?

Large uncertainties still associated with 
collisional rates due to lack of 
experimental cross-section data, esp. 
collisions with Hydrogen in cool stars 
which plays an important role esp. in 
metal-poor stars.

nH

ne�
⇠ 104
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ROLE OF HYDROGEN COLLISIONS

Quantum

Classical
“Drawin Equation”

Transition Energy (∆E)

Classical approximation overestimates collisions by ~ 8 orders of magnitude
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ROLE OF HYDROGEN COLLISIONS

Quantum Fitting Method

Ezzeddine et al. (2017a)
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NLTE EFFECTS

Ezzeddine et al. 2017bDeparture from LTE can be severe in UMP stars!

10

dance uncertainties because the standard errors of Fe I
would be unrealistically small (e.g., 0.02 and less). (�stdv)
are reported in Table 2. Second, systematic uncertain-
ties arising from varying the stellar parameters Te↵ , log g
and ⇠t by about their uncertainty of ±100K, ±0.2 cgs
and ±0.2km s�1 respectively. The resulting changes in
the average Fe abundances typically are ±0.07dex in Fe I
and ±0.01dex for Fe II for changes in changes in Te↵ ,
±0.05dex for Fe I and ±0.2dex for Fe II for changes in
log g and finally ±0.1dex for Fe I and ±0.02dex for Fe II
for changes in ⇠t. Total Fe abundance uncertainties are
obtained by summing individual uncertainties (�std and
�sys) in quadrature. This leads to a typical total average
value of 0.13 dex.

Similarly, the total uncertainties in the other stellar pa-
rameters are obtained by summing individual uncertain-
ties (�fit, �slope, and �var) in quadrature. This leads to
typical total uncertainties of 112 K in Te↵ , 0.45 dex in log g
and 0.4 km s�1in ⇠t. These uncertainties well reflect the
challenge of having available only a limited number of Fe
lines in these most iron-poor stars.

5. NLTE CORRECTIONS

We now discuss the differences between our NLTE and LTE
iron abundances [Fe/H] for the UMP stars. We also report the
differences between previously determined stellar parameters
(Te↵ , log g and ⇠t) from the literature (where either full LTE
or partial LTE and photometric methods were used). These
NLTE corrections for [Fe/H] are shown in Table 2, while those
for log g, Te↵ and ⇠t are listed in Table 1.

5.1. [Fe/H] abundance corrections

We define the NLTE Fe line abundance correction for a spe-
cific spectral line as the difference between the NLTE and
LTE Fe abundance for a given measured equivalent width. We
calculate �[Fe/H] = [Fe/H]NLTE - [Fe/H]LTE, based on the
average abundance differences across all individual Fe lines.
The results as well as the number of Fe I and Fe II lines used
for each UMP star are listed in Table 2. The corrections are
found to increase with decreasing [Fe/H] which can be under-
stood due to the increasing magnitude of the over-ionization
(J⌫ � B⌫ excess) in the UV. This over-ionization shifts the
ionization-recombination balance towards more efficient ion-
ization, thus de-populating the lower levels relative to LTE.
This effect grows larger at lower metallicities as radiative
rates become more efficient due to the decrease in electron
number densities in the optically transparent atmospheric lay-
ers (Mashonkina et al. 2011; Lind et al. 2012; Mashonkina
et al. 2016). The deviation from LTE in the line formation
within the depth of the stellar atmosphere can be seen in Fig-
ure 2, where the relative populations (NLTE to LTE) of the
ground Fe I level for the UMP stars with [Fe/H] < 4.00 are
displayed along their atmospheric depths at 5000 Å (⌧5000).
While the departures from LTE increase with decreasing Fe

abundances, other factors such as lower gravities and higher
effective temperatures can also play a role in the population
deviations from LTE throughout the stellar atmospheres (Lind
et al. 2012; Mashonkina et al. 2016).

The NLTE corrections as a function of [Fe/H](LTE) for the
UMP stars are shown in Figure 1. The data are easily fit with
a linear relation:

�[Fe/H] = �0.14± 0.04 [Fe/H]LTE � 0.15± 0.18 (1)

The upper limit correction of �[Fe/H] = 0.72 for
SMSS J0313�6708 was excluded from the fit as no iron
lines detection were made in this star. Nevertheless, the
star lies within the error bar slope region of the fit (gray
shaded region of ±0.04). It can be seen that all the stars
lie within this region.

This tight relation allows extending the NLTE corrections
to other stars, and potentially also towards higher metallici-
ties ([Fe/H] > �4.00). We test this on the benchmark metal-
poor stars HD 84937 ([Fe/H](LTE) = �2.12), HD 140283
([Fe/H](LTE) = �2.66) and G 64�12 ([Fe/H](LTE) =
�3.21) (Amarsi et al. 2016). Using Equation 1, we calcu-
late NLTE corrections of 0.14 dex, 0.22 dex and 0.29 dex for
HD 84937, HD 140283 and G 64�12, respectively. Amarsi
et al. (2016) studied these three stars using a full 3D and 1D
NLTE analyses, using for the first time quantum mechan-
ical atomic data for hydrogen collisions, and reliable non-
spectroscopic atmospheric parameters. The authors report
0.14 dex and 0.21 dex and 0.24 dex as 1D NLTE corrections
for HD 84937, HD 140283 and G 64�12, respectively. These
values are in excellent agreement with our values. Our fit can
thus be used to predict NLTE corrections of metal-poor stars
though the whole range of metallicities [Fe/H] from at least
-8.00 to -2.00 dex, which further asserts that our relation can
be used and applied to LTE Fe abundances of a variety of
metal-poor stars.

5.2. Consequences for spectroscopic determination of stellar
parameters Te↵ and log g

We present in Table 2 the difference in stellar parameters
Te↵ , log g and ⇠t between our NLTE and previously derived
LTE spectroscopic or photometric values, whenever possi-
ble. This illustrates the changes by going to a full NLTE Fe
line analysis. We obtain positive � log g = log g (NLTE) �
log g (lit. value) of 0.1 - 0.5 dex for all UMP stars when-
ever a NLTE log g derivation was possible. An important
consequence is that surface gravities derived by LTE anal-
yses tend to be lower than what is expected in NLTE. LTE
values should thus be corrected before any further elemental
abundance determination. Our positive NLTE log g correc-
tions are in agreement with previous studies, e.g., Thévenin
& Idiart (1999) who have found positive � log g for a large
number of metal-poor stars. Their values were found to be
in agreement with spectroscopic independent log g determi-
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We present in Table 2 the difference in stellar parameters
Te↵ , log g and ⇠t between our NLTE and previously derived
LTE spectroscopic or photometric values, whenever possi-
ble. This illustrates the changes by going to a full NLTE Fe
line analysis. We obtain positive � log g = log g (NLTE) �
log g (lit. value) of 0.1 - 0.5 dex for all UMP stars when-
ever a NLTE log g derivation was possible. An important
consequence is that surface gravities derived by LTE anal-
yses tend to be lower than what is expected in NLTE. LTE
values should thus be corrected before any further elemental
abundance determination. Our positive NLTE log g correc-
tions are in agreement with previous studies, e.g., Thévenin
& Idiart (1999) who have found positive � log g for a large
number of metal-poor stars. Their values were found to be
in agreement with spectroscopic independent log g determi-

Applies well to less  
metal-poor stars
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NLTE EFFECTS

Ezzeddine et al. 2017c (in prep.)Similarly for Mg
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NLTE EFFECTS

Ezzeddine et al. 2017c (in prep.)… and Ca (with larger scatter)
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NLTE EFFECTS

Ezzeddine et al. 2017c (in prep)
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Better agreement between Ca I and Ca II in NLTE vs. LTE

NLTE
LTE



CHEMICAL EVOLUTION

Ezzeddine et al. 2017c (in prep)
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CHEMICAL EVOLUTION

Ezzeddine et al. 2017c (in prep)
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QUESTIONS?

▸ What are the most Iron-poor stars in the Galaxy?               

๏ They are relics of Pop III stars, with imprints of their chemical compositions 
in their atmospheres 

▸ Why are they important & What can we learn from them?                                                     

๏ They can be used to directly understand and constrain the IMF and 
properties of Pop III stars and first SN.                                                  

๏ They give us the opportunity to investigate the chemical evolution and 
enrichment in the early universe.   

๏ Accurate modeling of atmospheres in UMP stars (NLTE) is very important
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